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VSc Solutions have now joined forces with LA Software in Turkey. This will be a mutually
beneficial relationship and will allow both companies to resell the others software within their
respective territories. We are therefore in the process of translating the DRM into Turkish and
have already started identifying potential customers. In addition to the above, VSc Solutions
have added LA's Warehouse Management Software to its local offering to its customers.
Today’s ever evolving global logistics environment makes it nearly impossible for inflexible and
antiquated technologies to provide the support and automation function they were originally
purposed for. Instead, supply chain technologies require the capability to cater for a more
dynamic supply chain environment, offering the ability to manage and adapt to changes on
demand in order to ensure that efficiencies and value are consistently achieved.
The LO Warehouse Management System (WMS) solution has been successfully implemented in
hundreds of warehouses and distribution centers globally through supply chain specialists. In
line with this, VSc Solutions, South African supply chain technology experts, are now the
preferred partner for the introduction of LO WMS to the South African & Sub-Saharan African
markets. The software enables the management of different warehousing processes across
multiple principles’ product groups and caters for a variety of requirements in the same
application, ultimately optimizing capacity and resource utilization.
Integrating complimentary supply chain solutions, for example, WMS with distribution
optimisation solutions like route planning and route compliance management tools provides
organisations with the competitive edge needed to compete both locally and in the global
arena through realizing substantial cost savings in operations and continuous customer service
level improvements.
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